Global Economy

In the U.S., the gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 3.9% year-on-year in Q4 2017 based on the first estimate. This is lower than 5.2% in the previous quarter. The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) revealed that the slower growth resulted from a downtrend in private inventory investment. The slow growth was due to a sharp decrease in consumption expenditures (PCE), non-residential fixed investment, exports, local government spending and federal government spending. In a separate development, U.K. GDP came out at 1.5% year-on-year in Q4 2017, same as the previous quarter. In contrast, at interbank window the naira depreciated slightly by 0.30% to close at N352.16 from N352.11. The local currency however appreciated slightly at the official window by 0.02% to settle at N350.65/$ from N350.70/$.

Domestic Economy
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